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Ancient Qi Warriors crossed a river of stars to enlighten numerous mortal beings.. “Sectmaster ”Shangguan Zhi, who was as feminine as a woman, frowned slightly when he heard the roaring sound of the sea from inside the
Realm of Fragmentary Star.. Shangguan Zhi snorted lightly “Ladies and gentlemen! Our Shadow Society is working with the Remote Beginning Heavenly Sect and the Jade Heaven Sect to negotiate with the Ancient Fragmentary
Star Palace.. “Of course it’s okay for you all In fact, I intended to invite you to be witnesses to begin with.

So when Ye Wenhan and Ji Yuanquan casually broke through into the area restricted by Shangguan Zhi and You Qimiao, You Qimiao’s face went pale.

His divine dharma idol quietly underwent a new change Dark grey shadows flew out of the ancient starships one after another.. When the news spread that Nie Tian had entered the Realm of Fragmentary Star, those Saint domain
experts who had scattered far away suddenly seethed with excitement.

With bodies as Lord of All RealmsREAD NOWIn ancient times, there existed giant spirits capable of supporting the heavens.

Instead, he took on an indescribably strange form, which was like a giant, dark-gray, wriggling spherical shadow.. BOOM! BOOM!The ancient starships of the Shadow Society suddenly converged on Jiang Yuanchi.. If they
entered the Realm of Fragmentary Star, that would mean that they were helpers of the Ancient Fragmentary Star Palace, fighting alongside it.. Still, there were some people who simply didn’t care about the warning from the
three forces.. The shadows gradually blended into Jiang Yuanchi’s divine dharma idol As the others watched, his divine dharma idol slowly swelled and became neither human nor bat.. “Nie Tian!”Song Chequan clenched his
teeth You Qimiao and Duan Hongwen suddenly wore gloomy expressions, with murderous intent bursting forth from their eyes.. Due to their sensitive identities, they didn’t teleport to the Realm of Fragmentary Star.. Thousands
of years later, young Nie Tian managed to travel back into ancient times with the help of a drop of blood…Please enable JavaScript to view the comments powered by Disqus.. ”“Witnesses?” Ye Wenhan’s smile vanished
“Witness what? Witness you destroy the Realm of Fragmentary Star? As you may know, the Realm of Fragmentary Star is a super-large-scale realm, and it can keep growing. e10c415e6f 
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